
Watch the Prosperity Path 2023 - Year of Mastery webinar.

With the Worksheet calculate your Personal Year.

Read the Empowerment Energy Guide in the context of YOU.

Use the IBH 2023 Calendar for quick glimpse guidance.

Go to IBH website Energy Forecast page under the Resource tab for forecast

tips.

Sign -up for the monthly In-Sight Calendar forecasts,  Moon Meditations, and

Healing Clinics via our newsletter.

Ask us about our IBH guidance programs and join if it is right for you.

Dear Friends,

Thank you for joining us for Prosperity Path 2023 - Year of Mastery empowering

energy guidance using the divination arts of Astrology, Numerology, Human

Design, and the Gene Keys. 

This past year, 2022, was the year to nurture, heal, and mother yourself from the

energy of the Architect of Peace. This year is the year to step into the Mastery of

Self as a realized whole being. As a result, we have created a system that will help

you each month. 

How to BEST use the Empowerment Energy Guide to uplevel your energy:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Sending you much Light & Love for a glorious 2023. 

Trinity & Francesca
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YEAR OF MASTERY

January 1-18 Mars Retrograde in Gemini & Mercury Retrograde in Capricorn (Reflection & Growth

Period): See above contemplation for tip.

January 6, Cancer Full Moon: Break Through the Immaturity of Greed. Heal your courage by silencing

your addictive mind chatter. This will help expand your consciousness so you can break through to

your higher aspirations and unify your mind, body, and spirit.

January 12, Mars goes Direct: Act with Versatility - Action is to move out of indifference, heal your

control issues, value your sensitivity and expand through acceptance.

 January 18, Mercury goes Direct: Silencing the Addictive Mind - Your mind wants to think with

vitality and bliss, so orient your mind towards invention, teamwork and universal love.

January 21, Aquarius New Moon: Realizing Your Mastery. Set the new seeds of intention to transform

your limiting thoughts and actions.

January 22, Uranus goes Direct: Orienting Your Breakthrough by acting as the Master of you

grounded in thoughts that bring you vitality and transform teamwork.

January 26, Venus enters Pisces (Abundant Period  January 26 – February 19): Revolution of

Lightness to empower your Mastery

January 6

January 18

January 26 – 31 due to Venus enters Pisces

January 1 -12 due to the Mars Retrograde in Gemini

January 1 -18 due to Mercury Retrograde in Capricorn

JANUARY: Empowering Your Master

 
Energy Description: January 2023’s energy is inspiring you to set goals and aspirations through the lens

and light of empowerment. It is offering you energies of leadership, confidence, courage and a

willingness to sacrifice in order to overcome struggles and limitations so you can anticipate the

realization of your goals. Breakthrough and healing are through love, beauty, nature and staying

grounded.

Contemplation: The purpose of this contemplation is to bring you Your Power. Contemplate your

struggles from the lens of how your struggles help you see and initiate your Higher Vision. Observe how

the belief in your limitations generate addictive negative thoughts that dislocate you from living as the

Master of your life. To clear interference, examine without judgment any acts of indifference, opinions,

and wounds around control. For vitality and superabundance, orient yourself to your highest aspiration

Astrological Guidance:

Abundance Dates:

Abundance Period:

Reflection & Growth Period:

2023 - EMPOWERMENT ENERGY GUIDE
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February 5, Leo Full Moon: Achieving Unification. Heal issues around abundance. Apply the highest

vibration of virtue and empathy. Use the gift of discernment to consciously guide yourself to

freedom. Purge, let go and wrap up unfinished business. Clean your inner house and put it into order

by orienting yourself to lightness, act from a place of adventure and expand your farsighted vision.

February 19/20, Pisces New Moon: Freedom of Lightness. Heal the victim within. Master your inner

voice. Release desire, initiate lightness of being. Plant the new seeds of lightness to release your

inner spirit and dreams.

February 5

February 1 - 19 due to Venus enters Pisces

February 21 – 28 due to Saturn entering Pisces on March 7

FEBRUARY: Mastering Creative Healing

Energy Description: February’s energy is about the re-evolution of your subconscious becoming

conscious. Creating a rebirth into freedom and uniting the mind, body and spirit. This is a big month for

healing so be sure to rest, relax, let go, purge and release control issues. Tools that will help you are your

intuition, sensitivity, empathy, lightness and tenderness. 

Contemplation: This contemplation is to heal your inner wounds by releasing, purging, letting go and

celebrate endings. Bring to mind an issue you have around control. Contemplate how this issue is

releasing a “Truth” about an inner wound. Observe your doubts. Ask to understand the wisdom. Then

release, purge, and let go of addictive negative thoughts and actions surrounding your contemplation

and celebrate their ending.

Astrological Guidance:

Abundance Date:

Abundance Period:

Reflection & Growth Period:
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March 2, Venus, Jupiter conjunction & Mercury enters Pisces: Energizing Your Inner Authority.

Liberate your limiting beliefs around creativity. Expand with the energy of dynamism. Choose to

initiate the valor/courage to self-express.

March 7, Virgo Full Moon: Illuminating the Truth. This is about leading yourself out of doubt. Use

inner inquiry to orient yourself towards your truth. Guide yourself with the tools of reflection,

stillness and intuition. Guard against actions that bring dominance; redirect through actions of

synergy and communion.

March 7, Saturn enters Pisces & joins Neptune (Reflection & Growth Period February 21 - March 21):

Expressing Glimmer. Spiritual consciousness is being guided to consciousness. Ideals and inspiration

are being made practical. This is fueling leadership, strength and the energy that frees up

abundance.

March 12 Jupiter, Chiron conjunction: Healing Your Inner Authority. This is expanding the healing

energy of home, work and manifestation. Detach yourself from expectations. Make your home a

sanctuary where you are grounded. Take time off to be by yourself and time off to enjoy your home.

March 16 Venus enter Taurus: Changing to Innocence. Chaos, vanity and victimization are the limiting

shadows of this transit. To be empowered and move towards freedom, use the tools of equilibrium,

discrimination, harmony and purity.

 March 21 Aries New Moon: Establish Universal Love. Acceptance, acceptance, acceptance - these are

the seeds to plant to establish the roots for new growth for Universal Love.

March 23 Pluto enters Aquarius: Realism. I Transform enters I Revolutionize. Transformation of

Global Consciousness enters the Realism Revolution. Meaning for abundance nurture Realism not

Limitation.

MARCH: Freeing Control

 
Energy Description: March’s energy is about initiative, the courage of original thought and initiating

something new. Seven planets change signs this month, which means seven new directions and new

programs are being started. They are how you see and think of yourself spiritually and as a warrior; how

you feel, love and believe in mother earth; and how you act as a nurturer, mange your consciousness,

and transform your consciousness of doubt through grace, compassion, universal love and your

farsighted vision.

Contemplation: This is the most important month of the year with many astrological shifts. It is a month

for Instant Manifestation. It’s time to start something new with love and light. This contemplation will

begin the “wheel of good fortune” through the lens of God Consciousness. Contemplate: “The Truth shall

set you Free!”

Astrological Guidance:

2023 - EMPOWERMENT ENERGY GUIDE
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March 24 Mars, Saturn, S. Node Grand Trine: Magnetize Total Freedom. This is a day to nurture your

intuition and get away from the hustle and bustle. Read, rest, relax. Get out in nature and find some

alone time. Let yourself connect to the spirit that lets you feel free.

March 25 Mars enter Cancer: Magnetize Total Freedom. The path is wide open to freedom. Mother

yourself from the vibration of your Ideal Mother and love all things that make you free.

March 7

March 16

March 23

March 1 – 21 due to Saturn entering Pisces

MARCH: Freeing Control

Abundance Dates:

Reflection & Growth Period: 

 

2023 - EMPOWERMENT ENERGY GUIDE
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April 5/6 Libra Full Moon: Clarity. This is the full moon of awakening your clarity. Your agitation is a

call to initiate your heart and bypass your mind. Inspiration and intuition are the guidance in the

present moment that bring illumination to altruism, victimization, freedom, stress, selfishness and

stillness.

April 14 Saturn sextile North Node: Practical Altruism. This aspect is holding you to move towards

Altruism and making it easy to take this direction.

April 19/20 Total Solar Eclipse Aries New Moon (Reflection & Growth Period April 13- May 4): Freedom

of Innocence. Realization that holding the victim vibration in your space creates the chaotic cycle of

selfishness, limitation and purposelessness. The keys to opening the gift of this eclipse are planting

the grains for innovative creativity, reflective receptivity and flexibility for manifestation.

April 21 to May 14 Mercury Retrograde in Taurus (Reflection & Growth Period): All Is One. To Master

Freedom, this Mercury Retrograde offers you the time to reflect, revisit and rewrite your thoughts

through taking the action to dynamically liberate your thoughts by nurturing, healing and

mothering your Inner Beingness. This will be the reflection direction until May 14.

 April 6

April 13 -30 due to Aries New Moon Total Solar Eclipse

April 21 – 30 due to Mercury Retrograde in Taurus

APRIL: Master Freedom

 
Energy Description: April doubles the energy of initiative and new beginnings. It is enhancing living in

the present moment. It is giving you the opportunity to master your relationships, your

communications, and spiritual connection with yourself and others. This is a time to walk through the

portal of your farsighted vision with total love and awaken the freedom of stillness.

Contemplation: This contemplation is to attract new opportunities and form grounded relationships

and friendships. Contemplate gentleness and patience in relationship to yourself as well as others.

Consciously communicate to yourself to relax, breath, slow down and trust your intuition and divine

timing. Watch yourself working with others and at the same time make it a priority to give yourself your

own space and time. Bring appreciation and gratitude to the small details and free yourself by detaching

yourself from the outcome.

Astrological Guidance:

Abundance Date:

Reflection & Growth Period:

2023 - EMPOWERMENT ENERGY GUIDE
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May 1 Pluto Retrograde: Globalizing Realism. Pluto is the planet of transforming global

consciousness. This retrograde is transforming the New Human consciousness around what is

Limitation, Realism and Justice.

May 5 Lunar Eclipse Scorpio Full Moon: Unify Synarchy. This is the transformational bright light of

opposition. It is shining on conflict, diplomacy and peace as well as addiction, invention and silence.

To create your New Human with love, joy and genuine self-expression, take actions with a unified

mind, body and spirit -- not actions that place the intellect above all else.

May 14 Mercury Retrograde goes Direct: All Is On. Time to move forward from a place of Altruism.

May 16 Jupiter enters Taurus & joins Uranus & North Node (Abundance Period May 16- May 25, 2024):

Growing Innovation. To creatively grow your New Human, expand through innovative dynamic

altruism that is simple and enriches equality, justice and totality.

May 17 Jupiter squares Pluto: Realization of Global Truths. Chaos is being expanded through

provoking weakness and selfishness and manifests as complex limitations. Innovation is being

expanded through dynamic selflessness and manifest through simplified realism.

May 19 Taurus New Moon: Exquisite Humanity. Exquisite Humanity comes from being your unique

exquisite human. Spring anew with simplicity and enrich yourself by being grounded in enjoying

your unique one-of-a-kind style.

May 20 Mars enters Leo: Enriching Acts. Guard against purposeless, distracting acts that are selfish,

chaotic, turbulent and limiting. Totally enriching acts are selfless, altruistic, innovative, innocent,

humane, compassionate and real.

MAY: Creating the New Human

 
Energy Description: May’s energy is about creation and joy. You are learning how to create from a place

of selflessness, silence, unity, simplicity and your own style and presence. May expands selfless

leadership that transforms perceived limitations, and through the intoxication of joy, you can waltz in

the impeccable actions that build superabundance.

Contemplation: Self-Expressing. On 1/12/2020 was the Cancer Full Moon Lunar Eclipse Stellium. It started

the epic global change to create the New Human through the lens of Psychosis, Inspiration and Sanctity.

Within a few months, COVID-19 was performing on the global stage. Now in 2023, we have entered the

Year of Mastery and with this month we are offered the gift of contemplation, self-expression, creativity

and joy.

Astrological Guidance:

2023 - EMPOWERMENT ENERGY GUIDE
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May 5

May 15

May 16 – May 25, 2024 due to Jupiter enters Taurus

May 28 – 31 due to Jupiter, North Node conjunction on June 1

May 1 – 4 due to Aries New Moon Total Solar Eclipse on April 19/20

May 1 – 14 due to Mercury Retrograde in Taurus on April 21

MAY: Creating the New Human

 
Abundance Dates:

Abundance Period:· 

Reflection & Growth Period:

2023 - EMPOWERMENT ENERGY GUIDE
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June 1 Jupiter, North Node conjunction (Abundance Period May 28 – June 6): Direction Altruism. Like

the North Star, the North Node points us in a direction. This North Node acts as our current universal

compass. It is directing us towards selflessness and moving toward the good for the whole. It is

showing the direction for expansion which is through selfless acts that are enriching and at the

same time hold you to equality and tenderness.

June 3 Sagittarius Full Moon: Divine Adventure. Two stories are being told. One is with characters

that are hungry, impatient, get agitated by weakness and have forgotten life is an adventure. In the

other story the characters are adventurous, patient, initiate equality and use the gift of mindfulness

to live in the realism of life’s boundless adventure.

June 17/18 Gemini New Moon & Saturn Retrograde: Discriminating Human. Growth is through the

discriminating energy of the Architect of Peace using the qualities of equality and tenderness. Guard

against allowing turbulence to run over your dreams. What will help you is to get plenty of rest and

nourishment, both physical and spiritual.

June 19 Jupiter sextile Saturn (Abundance Period June 15-27): Expand Tenderness. This is the most

important transit of the year. The harmonious rule that Saturn is laying down is Equality and

Tenderness. Jupiter is expanding the harmony by reminding you to remember Selfless Altruism.

When these energies meet it, attracts fantastic opportunities for growth. It is a great time to take

risks and try new approaches. Use discrimination to let go and liberate the unconscious block of

vanity, provocation, hunger, forgetting, selfishness, weakness, purposelessness and limitation.

June 30 Neptune Retrograde: Reflecting Compassion. Open your heart to your dreams. Say hello to

simplicity. Envision a compassionate world that reflects strength and majesty.

JUNE: Divine Compassion

 
Energy Description: June is about manifesting into matter from the Divine Feminine energy: giving

rather than taking, listening rather than dominating, and magnetizing rather than pushing. June’s

guidance is a call to action for humility, mindfulness, virtue, understanding and forgiveness. It is creating

a powerful impact to change, transform and empower through love. Be prepared for sudden shifts and

surprises and allow your intuition to guide you.

Contemplation: This contemplation is about manifesting through giving and receiving rather than

forcing and taking. Contemplate how you would like to be nurtured and imagine giving that to others. At

the same time contemplate how you wish to receive that same nurturing experience.

Astrological Guidance:

2023 - EMPOWERMENT ENERGY GUIDE
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June1

June 3

June 1 - 6 due to Jupiter, North Node conjunction

June 15 – 27 due to Jupiter sextile Saturn

JUNE: Divine Compassion

 
Abundance Dates:

Abundance Period:

2023 - EMPOWERMENT ENERGY GUIDE
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July 3 Capricorn Full Moon: Empowering Liberation. This is a powerful full moon that can empower,

heal and liberate the heart. With tenderness, work with silencing the interference of the addictive

mind and apply the gifts of perseverance, understanding, forgiveness, commitment and devotion to

your struggles.

July 17 Cancer New Moon & North Node enters Aries (Abundance Period July 15-27): Impeccability. To

live a life with impeccability, plant the seeds to trust your intuition; that you are the Creator living

within your own creation and the believe that the World is working for YOU.

July 22 Venus Retrograde in Leo (Reflection & Growth Period July 17 - September 5): Enriching

Commitment. This is a shift to love. It is a period to clear the corrupted codes of weakness,

exhaustion, half-heartedness, chaos and agitation through the lens of love, fun, play and

tenderness.

July 23 Chiron Retrograde in Aries: Rewriting Control Issues. Chiron is the Wounded Healer and is

rewriting and healing judgment, half-heartedness, weakness, limitation, corruption, chaos,

interference and judgment.

July 28 Pluto square North Node: Transform Your Chaos. Global consciousness is being shifted and is

being pointed to transform through inertia, half-heartedness, weakness, complexity, limitation,

corruption, chaos and agitation.

July 3

July 15 – 27 due to North Node enter Aries

JULY: Shift

 
Energy Description: July is about shifts, changes, taking risks and exploring freedom. Your mental acuity

is heightened but don’t get lost in the complexity of your intellect. Your higher mind is calling you to

breakthrough to simplicity. Ride this shift through being flexible and open to inspiration; experiment

with new ideas, allow yourself to make decisions quickly and flow naturally with the fast pace of this

month.

Contemplation: Like January, the purpose of this contemplation is to bring you into your Power.

Contemplate your struggles from the lens of empowerment and how this shift honors and liberates

your spirit. Review how the last 6 months have changed you and how your thoughts are working in

alignment to your higher vision. Celebrate the changes and embrace the future shifts and changes from

the dynamic energy of exploration as the Master of Your Life’s Creations.

Astrological Guidance:

Abundance Date:

Abundance Period:

Reflection & Growth Period: July 17 – 31 due to Venus Retrograde in Leo

2023 - EMPOWERMENT ENERGY GUIDE
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August 1 Aquarius Full Moon: Revelations. Breakthrough with sensitivity and mindfulness. It will free

and orient you to expand actions of intimacy and transparency.

August 16 Leo New Moon: Simple Solution. In the numerology the Architect of Peace and the Royal

Star of the Lion energy are very present, meaning Peace and Courage. The Simple Solution for Peace

is to have the Courage to take a stand and orient yourself to virtue and apply and receive the

guidance of understanding and forgiveness.

August 23 to September 15 Mercury Retrograde in Virgo (Reflection & Growth Period): Transmuting

Oppression. To transmute oppression, the food for thought is deafness. What have you been deaf

to in your life? How has that created conflict and turbulence within? How has it built limitations?

What are the divine insights?

August 28 Uranus Retrograde in Taurus: Power of Simplicity. Value simplicity and let go of

complexity.

August 30/31 Pisces Full Moon: Divine Will of Tenderness. Strong intuitive flow during this period.

Time to rest, reflect and receive in silence. Allow the natural flow to carry you like a subtle ocean

wave. Let go of exhaustion, weakness, oppression, victimization and dislocation.

August 31

August 1 – 31 due to Venus Retrograde in Leo on July 22

August 23 – 31 due to Mercury Retrograde in Virgo

AUGUST: Break Through

 
Energy Description: August is the month of breaking through by nurturing, healing and mothering. It is a

month to focus on home and family. It is about the enrichment of love. You are being pointed to the

values of mindfulness, your dreams of humanity and your commitments and devotion. How you

transmute and initiate healing, intimacy and transparency is with the courage of your inner authority.

Contemplation: This contemplation is guidance for “Spiritual Alchemy.” Love, heal and uplift others

through joy, nurturing and abundance. Awaken your inspiration by welcoming changes, growth and

unexpected events and surprises. Breakthrough emotional blocks by raising your vibration to

acceptance, compassion and curiosity. Take time to listen to your intuition.

Astrological Guidance:

Abundance Date:

Reflection & Growth Period:
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September 3 Venus goes Direct in Leo (Abundance Period September 3- October 3): Step into The

Void. Step into the unknown with courage and confidence. Focus on enjoying how you create your

reality. See life as beautiful and loving. Have fun, be playful and feel enriched with abundance.

September 4 Jupiter Retrograde: Unity. Orientation for expansion is through uniting your mind,

body and spirit

September 14 Virgo New Moon: Simple Transformation. Plant the seeds of wholeness to unite your

mind, body and spirit for the realization: We Are All One!

September 15 Mercury goes Direct in Virgo: Think with Divine Will. Move forward with the resolve to

think in alignment with Divine Will which is working with what is showing up on your stage of life

without negative judgment.

September 29 Aries Full Moon: Farsighted Perfection With integrity of spirit, create and nurture your

farsighted vision for humanity. Be compassionate and nonjudgmental with your relationships and

connections. Welcome the unexpected.

September 14

September 19

September 3 – 30 due to Venus goes Direct

September 1 – 5 due to Venus Retrograde on July 22

September 1-15 due to Mercury Retrograde in Virgo on August 23

SEPTEMBER: Realization

 
Energy Description: September is the month for harvest and rest. It is about bringing your vision of the

future to Earth. With patience and serenity, you are rejuvenated with imagination, resolve and

commitment to transmute life into celebration. With this month, patience is the fastest road to peace.

Contemplation: This contemplation is to support your intuition and reception of your intuitive

downloads. Free up space in your mind, body and spirit. Venerate and explore nature; allow it to nurture,

heal and mother yourself with its serenity and perfection. Use patience and imagination for your

guidance system. Guard against pushing, forcing and efforting to make something happen; this will only

bring exhaustion. Rest and relaxation are the fastest path to health, wealth and realization.

Astrological Guidance:

Abundance Dates:

Abundance Period:

Reflection & Growth Period:

2023 - EMPOWERMENT ENERGY GUIDE
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October 10 Pluto goes Direct in Capricorn: Realism. Building global transformation for a humane

world is focusing us on living with Realism and not Limitations.

October 12 Mars enters Scorpio (Abundance Period October 12 – November 24): Transforming

Corruption. The main corrupted human codes that are being transformed are the actions of

Victimization and Limitation passing through the lens of Realism to bring about Freedom and

Justice.

October 14 Solar Eclipse Libra New Moon (Reflection & Growth Period October 9-21): Veneration.

Respect that the “The Truth shall set you Free” are the keys with this new moon. Eclipses are a time

to transform your shadows with light. With respect and truth, reflect on failure, victimization,

limitation, preservation, freedom, realism and justice.

October 21 Venus trine Jupiter (Abundance Period October 15 – 24): Portal is Imagination. This is a

highly abundant period to imagine and invent the life of your dreams. Look towards the future from

a positive optimistic, cheerful view. This will create fortunate vibrations and attract financial flow

and wealth with ease.

October 28 Lunar Eclipse Taurus Full Moon: Manifest Altruism. Intense energy is moving through this

eclipse with many oppositions. Allow yourself to flow with the energies of purposelessness, totality,

immortality, selfishness and selflessness. It is connecting the mind, body, and spirit to ground

altruism into manifestation.

OCTOBER: Divine Justice

 
Energy Description: October is about transforming global consciousness with Divine Justice. It is

opening the door to integrity, wisdom and clarity. It is guiding the heart to empowered leadership,

confidence and abundance. For success, be sure to have inspired creative time and stay out of

seriousness, judgment, feelings of inadequacy, purposelessness and the general low vibes of fear.

Contemplation: This contemplation is to align yourself to the flow of abundance. Contemplate the

energy of eternal life, abundance, confidence, leadership and success through the lens of love and light.

Listen to what your heart has to say and lead yourself with this heart-centered consciousness. Be sure it

is fun, enjoyable, inspiring and opens the door to creative fun-loving heart.

Astrological Guidance:

2023 - EMPOWERMENT ENERGY GUIDE
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 October 28

October 1 - 3 due to Venus goes Direct on September 9

October 12 – 31 due to Mars enters Scorpio

October 15 – 24 Due to Venus trine Jupiter

October 9 – 21 due to Libra New Moon Solar Eclipse

OCTOBER: Divine Justice

 

Abundance Date:

Abundance Period:

Reflection & Growth Period:

2023 - EMPOWERMENT ENERGY GUIDE
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November 4 Saturn goes Direct in Pisces: Free from Being a Victim. Celebrate being free and

venerate (deep respect) where you have been. Take a conscious step into claiming your freedom.

November 8 Venus enters Libra: Love & Balance. This is a day for empowerment in the frequencies

of abundance, confidence, leadership and success. The path is through - not being serious with life -

but being Delighted with Life!

November 13 Scorpio New Moon: Strength of Insight. Scorpio is the sign of powerful transformation.

With this new moon reach for deeper insight to what shows up. Do not turn a deaf ear to any

surprises, unexpected developments because they offer you breakthroughs. Be flexible and that will

strengthen you passion, power and energy.

November 27 Gemini Full Moon: Strength in Presence. High energy, feeling impulsive and driven are

part of this full moon. Use this energy with wisdom to create and work on projects and complete

responsibilities. Guard against using force and at the same time use your strength to move forward

with courage and initiative.

November 8

November 1 - 24 due to Mars enters Scorpio on October 12

NOVEMBER: Freedom in Presence

 
Energy Description: November is about deep transformation. The year is coming to a close and it is time

to reflect to bring your wisdom to the surface for culmination and celebration. At the same time all that

no longer resonates with you will be brought to the light for purging and releasing. You are being

pointed to breakthrough to simplicity to bring strength and bounteousness to your presence.

Contemplation: This contemplation is about culmination. Contemplate how far you have come and how

you have consciously changed your life. Reflect, release, thank and purge what is no longer serving you.

Celebrate who you are now to awaken heaven in your heart.

Astrological Guidance:

Abundance Date:

Abundance Period:
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December 6 Neptune goes Direct in Pisces: Compassion. Pisces is the sign of the Dreamer. As it goes

direct is it moving us forward to dream less of turbulence, so we do not manifest it, and to imagine

and dream of a more humane and compassion world.

December 12 Sagittarius New Moon: Art of Invisibility What is the Art of Invisibility? It is the magic we

have inside to create our own reality. With this last new moon of 2023, plant the invisible seeds of to

awaken veneration and celebration and water it with patience.

December 13 to January 1 Mercury Retrograde in Capricorn & Sagittarius (Reflection & Growth

Period): Reflecting Bliss. While Mercury is retrograding in Capricorn reflect, revisit, rewrite issues

around your career, work, plans and mission. While it is Sagittarius reflect, revisit and rewrite issues

around expansion and how you want to learn; and give yourself more space and freedom.

December 26/27 Cancer Full Moon: Lighting Stillness. The numerology for this final full moon of 2023

is ending and new beginnings, culmination, and new start energy; quite an appropriate way to close

out 2023. The stars message is to:

December 26 Chiron goes Direct in Aries: Step Into Your Authority for 2024. With humanitarian

wisdom, naturally light the awakening as the Master of Your Light

DECEMBER: Artfully You

 
Energy Description: December ends 2023 to start a new beginning as the self-expressed “Artfully You”

presence. It is about initiating good will and good fortune through the invisible art of good presence.

Manifest love and light artfully with determination, patience, idealism, naturalness, vitality and

perseverance so you are ready for an EPOWERING 2024!

Contemplation: We have come full circle in the Year of Mastery to become Artfully You. This last month

of 2023 is a month for Instant Manifestation. Time to start something new with love and light. This

contemplation will begin the wheel of good fortune through the lens of your being the Art of you and

creating your world from the Mastery of your God Consciousness. Contemplate how has “My Truth set

me Free” and CELEBRATE!

Astrological Guidance:

Expand the bandwidth of Altruism

Imagine a Humane Compassionate World

Feel within the Stillness

Light your mind with your Ideals

Shine the glory of your Bliss &

Stay true to your Freedom
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YEAR OF MASTERY

December 23

December 27

December 13 - January 1 due to Mercury Retrograde in Capricorn to Jan 22/Sagittarius to Dec 31

DECEMBER: Artfully You

 
Abundance Dates:

Reflection & Growth Period:
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